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Expansion Ministry Call—Feb. 2, 2014 

Chat Transcript

CHAT TRANSCRIPT—From Expansion Leaders Network Call—02/2/2014 
[Note: Questions posted on Chat page were answered in verbal Q&A segment. For 
confidentiality reasons, for non-UWM staff initials are used rather than names.] 

[LM]: How do I get my name added to the attendee list? 

[KB]: Linda, you're on list...you just can't see your own 

[John Lombardo]: You wont see your own name, but others will. 

[LM]: Thanks both of you! 

[LB]: Are we going to talk about why we would want to be in the branding program? 

[DK]: I am feeling the cost is prohibitive for an expansion ministry 

[LB]: That's what I thought. 

[John Lombardo]: There will be a Q& A in a little bit. Or you can contact debbie@unity.org  with 
specific questions. 

[LB]: So we sign up at the /enews page? 

[John Lombardo]: Yes 

[LB]: Are there scholarships or a reduced rate for expansion ministry spiritual leaders? 

[LB]: :-( 

[KB]: Maybe full-status churches would like to offer scholarships! 

[LB]: Perhaps invite established churches to sponsor an expansion ministry spiritual leader? 

[DK]: That's a great oidea 

[DK]: Would a region offer a scholarships for expansion ministries spitiual leaders? 

[DM-M] The spiritual leader for our expansion center is a licensed minister but not a Unity 
minister. Does this mean that we can’t take part in the Branding? 

[SB]: Donna, the Eastern region will give a scholarship for the Eastern reg. conference. 

[DK]: Thanks 

[LB]: I would like to see a call like this focused on marketing/public relations—getting the word 
out about our ministries. 

[LB]: I don't see us going to branding right now. How can that material be available to 
expansions? 

[DK]: I've looked at the branding porogram and it seems pricey to me for a small beginning 
ministry??? 
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[LM]: Can you ask people to send me a copy of their Sunday money count form as we're 
needing to improve upon ours. 

[LB]: Where is that again? 

[J-MS]: Was that 12 calls as part of the branding program? 

[LM]: Also can you ask if anyone uses non-board members to count money? 

[LB]: Yes [J-MS]: Thanks 

[DK]: I do as we don't have a Board yet..two people coiunt and sign off for us 

[Unity Worldwide Ministries]: The twelve calls are a part of the branding program 

[LM]: I'm listening but "go in" where? 

[LB]: --exactly where do I "go in"? 

[LM]: Can you please ask everyone to share best practices around the whole Sunday morning 
counting money process? 

[LM]: I am an LUT who started a church. Should I apply for ordination in the field? Would that 
help my ministry? 

[DM-M]: How can we determine what to do to keep people coming on a regular basis? We have 
a fair amount of attrition. 

[S]: Is Kris or anyone else available for me when I meet with my board to discuss branding? I cut 
costs, found the money and was still told no. 

[S]: I know our branding inside and out, we're very small so it's very reasonable, just might be a 
good idea to have someonw help push me over the top. 

[KB]: How do I *6 to be in cue from laptop 

[JM]: How much is the Branding program? 

[John Lombardo]: Just type *6 on your keyboard 

[S]: Great! Thank you! I'm doing them by conference call too so it will be easier to do! We're 
doing during the week about 3pm ish 

[KB]: John,i did that...am in in the cue 

[KB]: sorry, am I in the cue? 

[DM-M Unfortunately, our non-Unity licensed minister is near retirement and is not likely to 
seek Unity licensure. Sounds like branding is out for us. 

[NW]: Any words of advice about getting the expansion ministries grant ($750 per month for 
one year)? 

[John Lombardo]: Not yet in the queue. 

[KB]: *6 

[NW]: :( 

[JH]: I was able to get a grant from my region, Southeast! by asking. 
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[NW]: Can you give me a list of other expansion ministries in Central Florida? 

[LB]: So to get to the earlier marketing material mentioned, free even if not in the branding 
program, we also go to /branding? 

[DK]: This is a sharing of informaiton....I have a website called "Marketing for Ministries"..I offer 
marketing services and also a workshop with videos on how to create a successful internet 
prsenece... 

[LB]: To the caller—do you just extend a general invitaiton to the congregation to start small 
groups? Do you connect with all of the groups somehow? 

[LB]: Remind me, who is the caller? 

[Unity Worldwide Ministries]: KB 

[DK]: It’s wonderful to have a congregation that is large enoiugh to offer groups....what about 
the small expension ministry that may only have ten attendees? 

[JH]: How do we get the small ministries booklet? 

[DH]: I would offer that Unity of Northern Kentucky (that will be 2 in March) has a casual lunch 
together after church every Sunday. They come from all over. 

[DH]: Greater Cincinnati + Northern Kentucky and they have formed a very committed caring 
group that shares personal time, babysitting group events. We are 20-30 on Sunday's and 6-10 
children. 

[JM]: We also go out for lunch every Suday and have a standing reservation at nearby 
retaurant. People hve really connected. 

 [KB]: The number one way that churches grow is that new folks have been INVITED by 
someone in the congregation 

[JM]: We've outgrown our space and would love to hear other "unique" creataive upgrade 
locations that meets a smaller church budget. we're not between 25-30. 

[NW]: Jesus said feed my sheep, not count my sheep. 

[JM]: We're NOW between 25-30. 

[SF]: Highly recommend joining the Facebook Unity Ministers discussion group. They are very 
generous in sharing resources and insight. 

[KB]: Jacquie have you checked into schools? 

[JM]: I just got connected yesterday thanks! 

[DM-M]: *6 

[JM]: Yes, other churches are there so far... 

[DM-M]: *6 

[DK]: Can we have the names and addreeses of those in the expansion ministry program?? 

[DK]: email adfresses?? 
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[DM-M]: Unfortunately, our non-Unity licensed minister is near retirement and is not likely to 
seek Unity licensure. Sounds like branding is out for us. 

[KB]: Jacquie, how about sharing space with other churches/synagogues? 

[SF]: Would it be useful to set up our own expansion ministry Facebook discussion group? 

[DK]: Good idea. 

[JM]: What about our own facebook page for just expasion ministries? 

[JM]: Great idea S! :-) 

[JH]: I think so because sometimes answers posted do not fit the needs of a small expansion 
ministry. 

[KB]: Agreed, a fb page for expansion ministries 

[SF]: We just started more formal infrastructure for our volunteer teams to help maintain the 
family church feel as we grow. It's already helping. 

[LB]: I would like to have more of a forum where we share ideas on specific topics. It sounds to 
day like getting the word out, and keeping people coming 

[JM]: Unity Nashville suggested checking for space in other churches which they are now 
looking into themselves. Just an idea... 

[NW]: We found that newcomers do not like to be singled out. Don't have them introduce 
themselves, etc. We get their info and I do send them a welcome em 

[LM]: Would you please ask all listeners to send me Sunday counting forms they use? 
www.machesic@msn.com.  

[DK]: I can do the expansion ministry FB page 

[KB]: Thanks DK! 

[Jacquie Mace]: Yea DK! 

[NW]: And of course we all individually try to talk to them and welcome them. 

[DK]: YES 

[DK]: I am internet savvy. 

[JH]: It needs someone to monitor membership so it is confidential, Toni could give the info 

[DK]: revdonna@unityofconnellsville.org  

[FE]: We have found it really important to incorporate the Empower Music into our Sunday 
service and also to have a children's program that is integrated wi 

[JM]: I'm not sure what Empower Music is... 

[DK]: www.empowerma.com  

[NW]: What is Empower Music? 

[JH]: The website for unity music directors 

[JM]: Which curricullum is that? 
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[DH]: Unity of Northern Kentucky uses it and the teachers love it 

[KB]:Our music director is contemporary and writes lots of New Thought music for Sunday 
service. She has CD's and printed music, chord charts. www.kim-char.com  

[LB]: World Awakening is a good book with support CD instrumentals. We use it a lot. 

[DM-M]: Sue K Riley 

[DK]: There is also a musician that has 8 CDs on the hymnal music 

[LB]: We also use a lot of Mark Stanton Welch music and a couple of Daniel Nahmod's. We have 
no musician but people love our music! 

[Rev Steve Colladay]: Please give us some feeback on our call today! steve@unity.org   

[LB]: Another what's working in building a "we are divine" consciousness—How to Pray without 
Talking to God. [By Linda Martella-Whitsett] 

[LB]: Question: How did you begin a youth program? I want to but . . . 

[DK]: Start with child care. 

[LB]: Right, but I was asking other expansions. 

[LB]: Kathy [Kellogg] is on her way to our region. 

[LB]: Ideas from other expansions on how you started youth programs? 

[Unity Worldwide Ministries]: Kkellogg@unity.org  
{Note: Kathy Kellogg is no longer available at Unity Worldwide Ministries or this email. Please 
contact Jane Simmons at jane@unity.org } 

[JH]: Sub regions are also great. 

[Rev Steve Colladay]: Another great resource: attending yearly REGIONAL annual conferences 

[LB]: Gotta go. Signing off. Thanks all. 

[Unity Worldwide Ministries]: bye now 

[DK]: Thanks for the call and blessings!!! 

[LM]: Good bye to all. Thanks for being here. We know the Universe is supporting us in ways 
way beyond our own imagination! 

[J-MS]: Thanks everyone. This was great! 

[Unity Worldwide Ministries]: Bye now 

[KB]: Thanks for doing this Steve! 

[JM]: Awesome Nice to feel connected... 

[J-MS]: Bye for now 

 
Edited for punctuation by Marti Hayes 
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